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 Abstract: Resistance literature of the USA holds significant importance in the history of the 

country as it reflects the complex social and political struggles. It deals with subjects that 

challenge the prevailing norms and ideas in the society. Resistance literature is characterized by its 

political, cultural and social commentary and its opposition to authority. “Hunger Games” is the 

first book of HUNGER GAMES trilogy. This action packed and thought provoking trilogy 

includes a lot of genres in it, like young-adult fiction, science fiction, thriller, dystopian fiction, 

adventure. However, the genre of the book is mostly dystopia and adventure science fiction. 
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Introduction. The importance of resistance literature in the USA can be attributed to reasons as 

stated below. It gives a voice to the marginalized and oppressed: Resistance literature often portrays 

the experiences of those who are considered outside the mainstream, such as minorities, the working 

class, and women. By highlighting their struggles and their perspectives, it gives these groups a 

voice and helps to bring attention to their issues. Resistance Literature encourages critical thinking: 

Resistance literature encourages readers to question authority and the status quo. It often offers 

alternative perspectives on established ideas and values and encourages readers to think critically 

about the world around them. It inspires social change: Resistance literature often advocates for 

social change by exposing the flaws and injustices of the current system. It can inspire readers to 

take action and work towards achieving greater equality and justice. It celebrates diversity: 

Resistance literature often celebrates the diversity of the human experience and challenges 

stereotypes and prejudices. It helps readers to understand and appreciate different cultures, 

experiences, and perspectives. It serves as a record of history: Resistance literature often documents 

significant cultural and political moments in history. It can provide insight into the social and 

political climate of a particular time period and can be an important resource for future generations 

[14]. 

Overall, resistance literature plays an important role in challenging dominant ideologies and 

promoting social justice, equality, and diversity. 

An American author and television writer Suzanne Collins is the author of bestseller. She started 

working as a children’s writer in Television Shows. And wrote books for children[1,3]. 

Her most famous bestseller is Hunger Games books (trilogy). “Hunger Games” is the first book of 

HUNGER GAMES trilogy which is best-seller book known worldwide. This action packed and 

thought provoking trilogy includes a lot of genres in it, like young-adult fiction, science fiction, 
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thriller, dystopian fiction, adventure. However, the genre of book I am writing about, which is the 

first one, is mostly dystopia and adventure science fiction. 

The reason of Hunger Games to be dystopian is apparent from the name of the country, Panem. The 

author called the country like that not because she liked it, but for the reason that Panem is the word 

derived from Latin which means “bread. It refers to the fact that the residents of the country are 

starving and have little things to eat [10,4]. And also, should be noted that gladiatorial games existed 

in Ancient Rome that were called panem et circences (bread and circuses) it bears the resemblances 

of the games in the book which is called hunger games. The phrase refers to the Roman Caesars’ 

strategy of quelling public discontent by providing the people with plenty of food and entertainment. 

It is defined as a science fiction due to the newest futuristic technologies and settings like Hovercraft 

and Teleporting devices. The author, Suzanne Collins is trying to describe the situations of the 

authorities being rude and playing with lives of residents; the way some people forgetting the world 

around, how authorities make them not to pay attention to the poverty and violence going on around. 

The totalitarian government of Panem is who holds all the power over the districts. The citizens have 

no say over their lives or what the government will impose on them. The message of the novel is that 

not any violence can succeed due to the reason that every brutality leaves scars on whatever it can 

be, the scars cause revolution which is inevitable. Worthy to mention, no revolution blows over 

without personal sacrifice. And only patience and love can ease the pain of it  Atmosphere: The 

tone of narration begins to be scary and dark. This is to be kept whole novel. The brutal atmosphere 

could have made people serious and dangerous, however they all keep on together. People 

knowingly try not to change as they know that it is the only thing Capitol, the authorities, is waiting 

for. It is clearly shown in the words of one of the main characters - Peeta Mellark: 

“I don’t want them to change me in there. Turn me into some kind of monster that I’m not.” [1,234] 

Peeta recognizes this atmosphere and chooses to preserve his own identity, regardless of the games' 

atmosphere. He is mainly concerned with how the environment will impact who he actually is as a 

human being. The atmosphere created in The Hunger Games is one of desperation and debasement. 

Materials and method. Major character: Katniss Everdeen Other names – Catnip, Girl on Fire, 

Sweetheart, The Mockingjay, The Victor of the 74
th

 Hunger Games. Author wanted her to be the 

main protagonist in the novel, however I consider Peeta to be the one. Because Katniss doesnt try to 

fight for improvement of the world she is living in, she only wants to stay alive as well as save her 

family. Katniss is a girl living in the 12
th

 district – the poorest area in panem, she has a typical 

characteristic of her area of Seam. She is described to have "straight black hair, olive skin, and grey 

eyes" she makes her hair a single braid at her back. She is thin of normal height, but strong for her 

size, as she has to go hunting with Gale to outskirts of district 12 so that she can feed her family. Her 

father died when she was 11 after which mother fell into deep depression and all the responsibilities 

including taking care of her small sister, mother; finding food for family, doing all the house chores 

were left on the shoulders of Katniss. During the time of Hunger Games she was 17 years old. 

Katniss owns a character of survivalist that makes her strong, independent and lethal and allow her to 

think outside the box. She is the one who puts the lives of others’ first and even ready to sacrifice her 

own only to preserve others’. An example for that may be the culmination situation where everything 

begins which is when Katniss volunteered to go to the fatal games for her sister Prim. Because she 

had to go through so many hardships and almost all her time is spent to feed her family she appears 

to be strongly distrustful and fails to understand some social cues. For example she doesn't recognize 

Gale's hints at his growing affection for her, or when she fails to realize that she and Madge 

Undersee are actually close friends as well as when she threatens Peeta for not being honest and till 

the end of book she doesn’t realize that Peeta was not acting or lying. 

Peeta Mellark Other names – The Boy with Bread, The Baker’s Boy, Lover Boy, Star-crossed Lover. 

I consider him to be the real protagonist in the novel. For the reason that he triest to keep his real self 

and not change as capitol wants him to. Peeta,works in the family business of bakery. His name itself 

means the type of bread “pita”. He is of "medium height, stocky build" and has "ashy blond hair that 

falls in waves over his forehead." And has blue eyes. He is "broad-shouldered and strong." He is 17 
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years old and described to be kind, generous and charming. Firstly, because of his sense of humor, 

Katniss do not take him seriously but then she understands his determination and seriousness. 

Haymitch Abernathy stock character. Haymitch is only one Hunger Games winner of 12
th

 district 

and the mentor of 74
th

 Hunger Games’ 12
th

 districts’ tributes. He is harsh, indelicate, manipulative 

and mostly severely drunk; paunchy and middle-aged. However despite his being drunk he can 

control his condition. As he says to Peeta and Katniss – let him drink as much as he wants and he 

will be sober enough to help them. Effie Trinket “Happy Hunger Games, and may the odds be ever 

in your favor.”Effie is escort of 12
th

 district, stokc character, born and raised in the capitol, not 

understanding the political views of Katniss and Peeta she enjoys watching Hunger Games just like 

other residents of Capitol. Her colorful clothes and wigs make her unforgettable. She is given as a 

model of wealth and power of the government and that is the reason of her being silly woman who 

places a good deal of emphasis on etiquette and propriety. 

Minor characters: Primrose Everdeen: Prim was totally opposite of Katniss both physically and by 

character despite the fact that they were sisters. She was blonde and had a talent of healing. She was 

naïve and gentle. Gale Hawthorne: Gale owns the same character and appearance as Katniss, having 

olive skin, black hair and grey eyes. From early age they hunted together and became best friends. 

Cinna: To me Cinna doesn’t seem to be Capitol-raised because at the moment when everyone 

congratulated Katniss he just said that he is sorry that she became a tribute. For his being not like 

Capitol people Katniss thinks that he is not experienced enough, however he says that he asked to be 

12
th

 district stylist himself. Rue: Rue was the youngest tribute in the games, being 12 years old (just 

like Katniss’s sister). She looked like an Afro American girl with thick dark curly hair. She was the 

ally of Katniss at the beginning of the games, due to the reason that she brought back the memories 

of Prim to Katniss. 

President Snow is an antoganist in the novel. He is the ruler of the Panem. Cruel, manipulative and 

cold. He is the small man with white hair; his breath smells like a blood and roses he always holds, 

because he has illness of bleeding sores. 

Results. The first book of trilogy – The Hunger Games is about nation of Panem located in a place 

once known as North America. Panem is shining Capitol surrounded by 12 districts. The districts are 

kept in fear and forced to serve to the Capitol. Starving people have no courage to go against the 

Capitol that forces every district to send a male and female tribute of the age from 12 to 18 in order 

to participate in the annual Hunger Games, a game till death being transmitted on live TV. 

Katniss Everdeen at her sixteen’s, understands that she is pushing herself to a death sentence by 

volunteering to take her sister’s place as a tribute. However it doesn’t mean that she is going to die as 

she is a good hunter and survival is her second nature. During the acts she opens for herself new 

people, especially people of Capitol and their trouble less lives.  

She tries her best to win the games and she will be able to do it. Which means the end of the 

novel/idea, but beginning of another forcing the reader to starve to read the second book of trilogy? 

Discussion. The actions of the novel take place in a country of Panem which rose from the ashes of 

place known as North America. The nation included capital city (the Capitol) surrounded by 13 

districts. However durable civil war and the uprising of the Districts against the Capitol called the 

“Dark Days” made Capitol destroy 13
th

 district and impose annual Hunger games – fight to death – 

to remind the Districts that this uprising must never be repeated. Panem is the word derived from 

Latin which means “bread”. Gladiatorial games existed in Ancient Rome that were called panem et 

circences (bread and circuses) it bears the resemblances of the games in the book which is called 

hunger games. The phrase refers to the Roman Caesars’ strategy of quelling public discontent by 

providing the people with plenty of food and entertainment. 

Within Panem, the settings for this book include District 12, the Capitol and the Arena. District 12, 

to be exact, the Seam is the place where main character is from. The Seam is considered to be the 

poorest area where coal miners work and the city itself is covered with the dust of coal. The Capitol 

is the capital city where all the wealthiest people live, but to be wealthy is not enough to live there – 
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one must be born in Capitol. When it comes to Arena, it is the venue made up artificially where all 

the tributes brought and made fight with each other to death. 

However when it comes to time, it is worthy to note that nothing is mentioned about it. Only 

information is that author used Gregorian calendar to estimate time. Also that the actions took part in 

post-American time – in the future. 

The most exhilarating, full of emotions part for reader was is the end of part 1 and the beginning of 

part 2. The moment when Caesar asks Peeta if he has a girlfriend back home. Surprisingly Peeta says 

that he had a long-term crush on Katniss. i was filled with emotions when I read that part and tried to 

read faster to find out what will happen next. I never read any part of book repeatedly, but this part 

was surely an exceptional one. However, the response of Katniss was much more interesting that I 

did not know to laugh or to cry. Author made me doubt my thoughts when Katniss blamed Peeta 

lying to Caesar for his own sake – to collect sponsors.  

Generally, the book was very interesting. I should note that I watched the film before reading it and I 

was pleased to find the book to be far more fascinating than the movie. I can say that I have never 

read a book more invocatory than this. This book makes reader to experience all existing feelings. 

Tells people to be grateful for the government that doesn’t impose annual death games to teach a 

lesson. Shortly teaches to appreciate peace; as well as motivating to not stay calm and live in 

patience in the buildup world, but start to act, flounder to fight for better life. 

Author states that the main theme of the book is survival [12, 56]. I totally agree with her regarding 

the theme of the book. Because in harsh and merciless rule of president it is clearly visible that 

people have to take care about themselves in the world where poors are being poorer and dying while 

the richest ones are enjoying life as much as they can. Rich people, living in an artificial world have 

no idea of the other districts lifestyles[17, 137]. However, in districts people are starving to death and 

only the people with survival abilities may keep living. 

The ideas in the book are confusing. The reader must read them through the lines. Distrust covers 

whole novel, individual cannot trust the details and should be cautious. One may get confused trying 

to understand whether main character is protagonist or is she just over thinking the and president of 

nation is just silly man loving to live in comfort. 

Conclusion. We totally agree that the title is perfect fit for both trilogy and the first book. For the 

reason that I think author wanted to show not only annual Games where people in districts watch 

how their children die, kill each other, try their best to survive; but also the “Games” going on 

beyond the Arena. The political Games. Therefore, author wanted to show that both games have 

things in common.  

The harsh, cruel government controls Katniss and people of 12 districts just like 24 tributes being 

controlled by Gamemakers in Arena. It resembles that the whole life in this novel is very much a 

game – the Hunger Game. 

Even though I consider the title of the book to be perfect, We would suggest SURVIVE IN GAMES 

as an alternative variation. Nevertheless, we would never have agreed to change the title of trilogy. 
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